First Sunday of Lent
Oscar Wilde famously said
“I can resist anything except temptation”
Here in the gospel even Our Lord Jesus Christ is presented with temptation.
In the desert. Surrounded by baron, dry existence. Hungry and in need of comfort.
The confrontation
Look it should not be like this
Hunger, lack of respect, insecurity.
Even the person of Christ was confronted with the fantasy of the way it should be.
Turn the bread into stone
Be the powerful one
Why should distress come your way
But Christ in the isolation of the wilderness
Does not yield to the temptation of excuses, abuses, blame and neglect of personal responsibility.
Christ Jesus remains faithful to the relationship with the father.
Dealing not with what my weakness calls for
Working instead with the honest reality
In Lent we attempt to strip bare the superficial pretence and comfort of our existence
Then look with the courage of faith at the core reality

Turn the bread into stone
The price of Gas is going up. The supermarket shop now involves higher prices. The children still
grow out of their cloths. The petrol now means that journeys must be calculated.
This should not be. Why must this happen to me. I don’t deserve this. I worked hard all my life.
All this moaning. All this hurt and sense of injustice will not affect the reality of the price of a tin of
beans.
Here in this wilderness of fear there is the temptation to stay only in my neurotic search for
someone to blame.
Or wishing that someone would turn the bread into stone.
As people of faith we are called to face the reality
Even as Christ did to face the harsh truth of the cross
To face it and to act

To accept and to deal with the situation.
“The devil showed him all the kingdoms of the world”
Indeed the world is not fair. My talents were never recognised by Hollywood. That starring role in
the blockbuster, with the associated glamour passed me by. Even in my career as a Roman Catholic
priest. I have never been asked to wear one of those pointy hats. Or be referred to as my Lord as
someone bowed before me. Even within my family there have been times when I have been obliged
to swallow my pride.
Its funny but true that the world is unfair, and talents are not recognised, chances not given,
sacrifices not respected.

This should not be. Why must this happen to me. I don’t deserve this. I worked hard all my life.
All this moaning. All this hurt, and sense of injustice will not affect the reality of how people see me.
Here in this wilderness of fear there is the temptation to stay only in my neurotic search for
someone to blame.
Or wishing that someone would turn and comfort my insecurity.
As people of faith we are called to face the reality
Even as Christ did to face the harsh truth of the cross
To face the fact that I am subject to the foolishness of the world
and to act

Lest you hurt your foot against a stone
I am in a month or so, going to be 63 years of age. I grow old, I grow old, I must wear my trousers
rolled.
Much as I wasted reserves of energy in the past. I find difficulty in finding any now. As I emerge from
a chair I now groan. A pointless noise that I unconsciously emit. I am quite fit but still illness is not so
far away, and I have not really taken good care of my teeth. Most of my years are now behind me as
I bumble and meander toward the grave.

This should not be. Why must this happen to me. I don’t deserve this. I worked hard all my life.
All this moaning. All this hurt and sense of injustice will not affect the reality of my creaking joints.
Here in this wilderness of fear there is the temptation to stay only in my neurotic search for
someone to blame.
Or wishing that the doctor would cure all my ills.
As people of faith we are called to face the reality
Even as Christ did to face the harsh truth of the cross

To face it and to act.

Even Christ Jesus was tempted to step into the world of fantasy

Where hair dye can revitalise youth
Where your new car will mean they respect you
Where you will win the lottery or simply add to your credit card bill.

But the example of Christ was to recognise the devil
To discount the stupid illusions
And in faith to deal with the reality.

